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Local Favorite Restaurant Will Reopen!
Mellon Certified Restoration Mitigates
Barnaby’s Restaurant!
On Sunday, May 7th in the very early morning
hours, the Haverford Township police
departments were receiving multiple calls that
the well-known Barnaby’s restaurant was on
fire. Upon arrival, the deck was fully engulfed
with heavy smoke coming from the building. It
was quickly elevated to a two-alarm fire.
Barnaby’s outside deck was destroyed by the
fire and the inside of the building had extensive
smoke and water damage. Luckily, there were
no injuries; however, there were private
vehicles left in the parking lot that were
damaged by the intense heat from the flames.

As the fire was still being extinguished, the MCR management team was on site
and prepared to begin mitigation as requested by the client. Mellon Certified
Restoration began to mobilize their trailers, equipment and dispatched multiple

waste management companies to provide dozens of dumpsters. Later, MCR
brought desiccant dehumidifier trailers in to adequately dry the structure.
Bill Daley, owner of
Barnaby’s, opened this
popular pub and eating
establishment 20 years ago.
Not only would the fire
affect him, but also his 100
employees that he considers
“Like Family”.
After a devastation such
as this, employees might
think “I don’t have a job to
go to”, but not our Barnaby’s employees. These
very capable bartenders showed up every day to
help restore the establishment they call home.
“Managing all the logistics of manpower and
subcontractors has been one of the most
challenging aspects I have encountered on the job”
stated Chris Maluchnik, Corporate Emergency
Service Manager for MCR.
Joe Carminati,
Commercial Sales Manager for MCR said “The
most rewarding part of this job has been working
with the owners because they are hands-on and
have an open line of communication with us.”
Additionally, Dan Hurst, general manager of
Barnaby’s, agreed with Joe’s statement about
communication between MCR and Barnaby’s. Dan
has been very satisfied with MCR’s responsiveness and professionalism.
Thursday after the fire, painted rocks were
found outside the on-site job trailer. The objects
were placed there by Delaware Valley Rocks
Club to show the communities’ support to the
staff of Barnaby’s. This group promotes the
community activity that simply wants to
“Spread Joy”.
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